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Wireless sensor network is a key technology in Internet of Things. However, due to the large number of sensor nodes and limited
security capability, aging nodes and malicious nodes increase. In order to detect the untrusted nodes in the network quickly and
effectively and ensure the reliable operation of the network, this paper proposes a dynamic network security mechanism. Firstly,
the direct trust value of the node is established based on its behavior in the regional information interaction. Then, the
comprehensive trust value is calculated according to the trust recommendation value and energy evaluation value of other high-
trust nodes. Finally, node reliability and management nodes are updated periodically. Malicious nodes are detected and isolated
according to the credibility to ensure the dynamic, safe, and reliable operation of the network. Simulation results and analysis
show that the node trust value calculated by this mechanism can reflect its credibility truly and accurately. In terms of reliable
network operation, the mechanism can effectively detect malicious nodes, with higher detection rate, avoid the risk of malicious
nodes as management nodes, reduce the energy consumption of nodes, and also play a defensive role in DOS attacks in wireless
sensor networks.

1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) can be regarded as the third infor-
mation technology revolution following the computer and
the Internet [1, 2]. It connects massive device nodes through
the Internet, enabling everything to be interconnected when-
ever and wherever. In recent years, the widespread applica-
tions of IoT have not only changed people’s lifestyles but
also have a certain impact on the original cultivation pat-
terns. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN), as a key technology
in IoT, is a network system composed of microsensor nodes
through wireless communication, and it is also an important
source of sensing data in IoT.WSNs have been widely used in
various fields, including weather monitoring, medical care,
military applications, and the study phenomena in places
where people cannot easily reach [3–5]. Its development
and application will also have far-reaching impact on various
fields, so it is very essential to ensure the safe and reliable
operation of WSNs.

While WSNs play a huge role in IoT, the security
problems are even more severe due to the characteristics
of the sensor network itself [6–9]. On one hand, nodes
in WSNs are usually deployed in unattended environ-
ments, which makes nodes have great security risks, such
as vulnerable to physical attacks, being captured by
attackers, private information being extracted, being trans-
formed into malicious nodes, and launching various
attacks. On the other hand, due to the mobility and effec-
tiveness of nodes, the network topology in WSNs will
change dynamically, which makes it difficult to maintain
the trust relationship between nodes. In addition, sensor
nodes in WSNs are characterized by limited energy, weak
computing and storage capacity, low power consumption,
and intensive deployment, which leads to the security pro-
tection mechanism in traditional networks cannot function
effectively in WSNs, making the security problems of
WSNs more prominent. Therefore, it has important signif-
icance to research into security mechanisms of WSNs.
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On account of the existing problems in WSNs, this paper
puts forward a dynamic network security mechanism based
on trust management. This mechanism is based on trusted
networking and takes trust computing as the core. Based on
trust measurements, it can effectively detect malicious nodes
in the network so that the network can operate dynamically
and reliably. Eventually, the proposed scheme was verified
by experiments.

2. Related Work

In WSNs, there are many researches on the safe and reliable
operation mechanism of the network, which are used to
detect malicious nodes attacks. Zhang et al. [10] proposed a
detection scheme based on watermarking technology to
detect selective forwarding attacks, which can not only detect
whether the routing node discards the data packet but also
detect whether the data in the packet is tampered. However,
the scheme has a large delay in extracting watermarks and
is not suitable for large-scale networks. Xu [11] proposed a
sensor network malicious node detection scheme based on
double threshold. Each sensor node maintains the trust value
of its neighbors to reflect their past behavior in decision-
making. Two thresholds are used to reduce the false alarm
rate and enhance the accuracy event area detection; thus,
under the condition of without sacrificing normal node
implementation to detect malicious nodes is more accurate.
However, appropriate threshold selection problem is the dif-
ficulty of scheme. An adaptive security mechanism of on-
demand access control is proposed by Mauro et al. [12] for
multihop energy harvesting in WSNs. In this mechanism,
nodes can use base stations to release their current security
measures, which helps sending nodes select appropriate
recipient nodes according to their security requirements.
But it is possible to cause malicious nodes to launch mali-
cious attacks by reducing network security measures.

Trust management, as one of the methods to effectively
defend against network internal attacks and identify mali-
cious nodes, has been widely used in WSNs, and many typi-
cal models also have been proposed by scholars at domestic
and foreign. Aiming at the low accuracy and malicious rec-
ommendation of the IoT trust evaluation method, Xie et al.
[13] proposed a dynamic trust evaluation method for IoT
nodes. First of all, this method designed the node service
quality persistence factor to represent the overall behavior
of the node, then used the friend acquaintance degree to filter
recommended nodes, and finally calculated the comprehen-
sive trust degree based on information entropy. The method
proposed in [13] can effectively reduce the impact of mali-
cious recommendation behavior on trust evaluation, but the
implementation process is complicated and computationally
intensive. Objects in the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) [14,
15] interact with each other based on their social behavior, in
which any object can be either a service provider or a service
consumer. Jafarian et al. [16] compared the service query
context with the previous query context of other reviewers
based on a data mining model, taken into account indicators
such as social similarity, service importance, and the residual
energy of providers, and considered this issue to a three-

dimensional space. They measured the value contribution
of trust value by using a weighted method. But the definition
of social boundary involved in this method is ambiguous, and
it cannot accurately calculate social acquaintance, which is
not applicable to IoT systems with complex social relation-
ships. Lin et al. [17] proposed a perceptual network security
connection model based on the characteristics of social net-
works. This model describes the inferred transfer, transmis-
sion, update, and changes in the dynamic environment of
trust in the IoT from the perspective of sociology, but the
model does not combine subjective and objective in the trust
evaluation process, and the accuracy of node trust evaluation
is deficient.

Luo et al. [18] proposed a dynamic trust management
system, which uses the hash algorithm to generate the unique
identifier for nodes and uses the trust evaluation model based
on the β density function to dynamically manage the trust
value of each node. It can resist both external attacks and
internal compromise attacks, but the model has large mem-
ory and energy costs and computational complexity. Bao
and Chen et al. [19, 20] used collaborative filtering method
to screen trust recommendation nodes and proposed a trust
management model of IoT based on social relations. This
model can improve the reliability of recommendation trust
evaluation and enhance the ability of model to resist mali-
cious recommendation behavior. However, in the process
of direct trust evaluation, only the timeliness of trust is con-
sidered, which cannot accurately reflect the node behavior.
A trust-based network security connection model suggested
by Nguyen et al. [21], which is based on event-driven trigger-
ing trust refresh, extends trust definition and realizes data
collection and analysis from multiple data sources. However,
the dynamic adaptability of the model was insufficient. Chen
et al. [22] raised a distributed adaptive filtering-based sensing
network security connection model based on service-
oriented architecture, which integrates dynamic direct trust
and indirect trust to confirm the trust of nodes. On this basis,
it guarantees the reliable operation of nodes, has good envi-
ronmental adaptability, and fully considers the limited com-
puting power of sensing nodes. However, the model lacks
feedback control of nodes and cannot cope with malicious
attacks well. Sathish et al. [23] improved the model proposed
by Priayoheswari et al. [24] by introducing the proxy nodes
and proposed an intelligent Beta reputation and dynamic
trust evaluation model. The node credibility of the model
was only evaluated by direct communication behavior.
Although the energy consumption of trust calculation was
reduced, the convergence rate of the model was reduced
due to the lack of indirect trust evaluation process; thus, mali-
cious nodes cannot be quickly identified.

To sum up, all kinds of current research schemes have
their own characteristics (Table 1). Comparison of advan-
tages and disadvantages of each scheme makes a comparative
analysis of relevant work. The existing WSN dynamic adap-
tive security mechanism research has many deficiencies,
which leads to the failure of existing WSN security mecha-
nism to meet the needs of rapid development of WSNs. This
paper proposes a dynamic adaptive security mechanism suit-
able for WSNs based on trust management. Firstly, it
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calculates the trust degree of sensor nodes in WSNs based on
trust management model, then removes malicious nodes and
selects management nodes based on trust degree, so as to
make the network run dynamically and reliably.

3. Network Dynamic Security
Adjustment Mechanism

The network dynamic adaptive adjustment mechanism pro-
posed in this paper takes the trust computing model as the
core, dynamically monitors the change of nodes in real time
according to the trust degree of each node in the domain, and
updates the network topology structure in time, thus ensur-
ing the trusted operation of WSNs. The mechanism is
described from three aspects: network model, trust evalua-
tion model, and dynamic adaptive adjustment of WSNs.

3.1. Network Model Framework in WSNs. As shown in
Figure 1, the network model in WSNs is mainly composed
of four parts: ordinary nodes, domain management nodes,
monitoring nodes, and base stations.

Ordinary nodes are used for data sensing and collection,
so as to conduct information interaction between nodes, and

evaluate and calculate direct and indirect local trust accord-
ing to the interaction results.

Domain management nodes are high-trust nodes
selected from ordinary nodes, which are mainly used to
maintain the credibility of nodes within the domain, ensure
that the nodes in the region are in a secure and reliable envi-
ronment, calculate the comprehensive trust of each node, iso-
late malicious nodes in time, and communicate directly with
the base station.

Monitoring nodes not only have the same function as the
domain management nodes but also need to monitor the
behavior of the domain management nodes. If the manage-
ment nodes behave abnormally, they will directly send
reports to the base stations. Each region contains two moni-
toring nodes, whose comprehensive trust value is second
only to the domain management node in this region.

Base stations are used to select the domain management
nodes and update the domain management nodes timely
according to the reports frommonitoring nodes. In this paper,
it is assumed that the base stations are completely credible.

3.2. Trust Evaluation Model. The trust assessment framework
proposed in this paper is shown in Figure 2. The trust degree
of nodes is firstly calculated by the local trust degree between

Table 1: Comparison of advantages and disadvantages of each scheme.

Schemes Advantages Disadvantages

Detection scheme based on
watermarking technology [10]

Effectively detect whether the data is discarded or
tampered

The time delay of watermark extraction is
large

Detection scheme of sensor network
malicious nodes based on double
threshold [11]

Reduce the false alarm rate and improve the accuracy
of event area detection

The problem of threshold selection is the
difficulty of this method

Adaptive security mechanism for
on-demand access control [12]

Fully consider the security requirements of each node
May cause malicious nodes to launch
malicious attacks using cuts in network

security measures

A dynamic trust evaluation method
for Internet of Things nodes [13]

Effectively reduce the influence of malicious
recommendation behavior on trust evaluation

Complex implementation process and
large amount of computation

Trust evaluation scheme based on
data mining model in SIoT [16]

Comprehensively measure the value contribution of
trust value assessment

The definition of social boundary is vague
and cannot accurately calculate social

familiarity

Perceived network security
connection model [17]

Describe the changes of trust in various states from a
sociological perspective

Without combining subjective and
objective, the accuracy of node trust

assessment is deficient

Dynamic trust management system
[18]

To defend against external attacks but also to defend
against internal compromise attacks

High memory and energy cost, high
computational complexity

Trust management model of
Internet of Things based on social
relations [19, 20]

Improve the reliability of recommendation trust
evaluation and enhance the ability of model against

malicious recommendation behavior
Cannot accurately reflect node behavior

Trust-aware network security
connection model [21]

Extending the definition of trust and realizing the
function of data collection and analysis from multiple

data sources
Lack of dynamic adaptability

Sensory network security
connection model based on
distributed adaptive filtering [22]

Good environmental adaptability, fully considering the
computing ability of sensing nodes

Lack of feedback control to nodes, unable
to resist malicious attacks perfectly

Intelligent Beta reputation and
dynamic trust evaluation model [23,
24]

Reduce the energy consumption of trust computation
The convergence rate of the model is

reduced, and the malicious nodes cannot
be identified quickly
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the nodes in the domain, and then, the comprehensive trust
degree of those nodes is calculated by domain management
nodes. Improve the credibility of nodes, this paper sets the
automatic update time ΔT , so as to calculate the trust degree
of nodes regularly. In the following description, only the cal-
culation process within one detection time ΔT is only
described.

3.2.1. Related Definitions and Initialization. The calculation
of nodes trust is the core of this mechanism. Trust is the abil-

ity to believe that a node has reliable and safe behavior in a
certain context. Trust value is a quantitative representation
of the trust ability of a node, and its size determines the cred-
ibility of the node. In this paper, the trust value range of node
is [0,1], where 0 means that the node belongs to a completely
untrusted node, and 1 means that the node is completely
trusted. In the initial stage, the trust value of all nodes is ini-
tialized in this paper, and the value is 0.5. Domain manage-
ment nodes and monitoring nodes are served by nodes with
strong computing power and high energy.

Base station

Region 1

...

Ordinary node

Domain management node

Monitoring node

Region n
Region 2

Server

Figure 1: WSN node deployment architecture.
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Figure 2: Trust assessment architecture.
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3.2.2. Local Credibility Measure. Local trust is the result of
mutual evaluation between interdomain nodes, which is
mainly composed of direct credibility measure and indirect
credibility measure.

(1) Direct Credibility Measure. The direct trust value is that
the evaluation nodes combine the historical direct interaction
data to predict the possible behavior of the evaluated nodes in
the future. Trust evaluation method based on Bayesian can
effectively reduce the complexity of trust calculation and
energy consumption. In this method, if the number of suc-
cessful and unsuccessful interactions between nodes Ni and
Nj is u and v, respectively, the interaction results between
nodesNi andNj obey Beta distribution. Therefore, the math-
ematical expectation Eðbetaðp ∣ u, vÞÞ of the Beta probability
density function betaðp ∣ u, vÞ is obtained as the direct trust
value Dij, which is taken by (1).

Dij = E beta p ∣ u, vð Þð Þ = u + 1
u + v + 2 : ð1Þ

(2) Indirect Credibility Measure. Although direct trust is
directly detected between nodes through information inter-
action, if the degree of interaction between two nodes is not
enough or affected by channels or malicious nodes attack,
the direct trust cannot measure the credibility of nodes.
Therefore, this paper uses recommendation trust to make
the prediction of nodes trust more accurate.

The recommended trust value of evaluating node Ni to
evaluated node Nj needs to be obtained from node Nk, where
Nk belongs to Nj’s neighbor nodes set NeðNjÞ. In the IoT
environment, node distribution is relatively dense, which
leads to a large number of neighbor nodes. If each neighbor
node makes recommendations, the network energy con-
sumption will be accelerated, and the risk of bad-mouthing
attack with higher or lower reputation may be faced. There-
fore, this paper selects a set PNeðNjÞ, a subset of setNeðNjÞ,
to calculate the recommended trust value for node Nj. The
process of determining the partial neighbor node set PNeð
NjÞ is as follows:

(a) The evaluation node Ni requests the domain man-
agement node to request the n nodes with the highest
global trust degree in the set NeðNjÞ as the recom-
mended nodes, and the global trust degree of these
nodes must not be lower than the recommended trust
threshold δ0

(b) After receiving the set PNeðNjÞ from the domain
management node, node Ni sends a trust recommen-
dation delivery request to the nodes in PNeðNjÞ.
Node Nk in set PNeðNjÞ receives the request and
then sends Dkj to node Ni, where Dkj represents the
direct trust from node Nk to Nj, according to (2) cal-

culate the recommended trust RTk
ij of the neighbor

nodes Nk to Nk

RTk
ij = LTold

ik ∗Dkj, ð2Þ

where LTold
ik represents the historical local trust of nodes

Ni to Nk. Therefore, node Ni calculates the final recommen-
dation trust RTij based on the recommendation value of each
node to node Nj in set PNeðNjÞ. Since each neighbor node
has different trust degree at node Ni, it is necessary to give
certain weights to the recommendation trust value of each
node. In this paper, according to (3), the weightwk of the rec-
ommendation trust of node Nk in the indirect trust value is
calculated, where jPNeðNjÞj represents the total number of
nodes in the set. Then, according to (4), the recommended
trust RTij from nodes Ni to Nj is calculated.

wk =
RTk

ij

∑
PNe N jð Þj j
l=1 RTl

ij

, ð3Þ

RTij = 〠
PNe N jð Þj j

k=1
wk ∗ LTold

ik ∗Dkj:
ð4Þ

(3) Local Trust Synthesis and Update. After the evaluation
node Ni passes the above process, the direct trust degree Dij

and the recommended trust degree RTij for the evaluated
node Nj can be obtained. The evaluation node Ni first calcu-
lates the local trust degree LTnew

ij within ΔT according to (5),

then combines the local trust degree LTold
ij in the previous ΔT

, and finally updates the local trust degree LTij according to
(6). This process needs to measure the proportion of Dij

and LTold
ij , where η0 and η1 are the measuring factors, and

their values are set according to the specific environment.

LTnew
ij = η0Dij + 1 − η0ð ÞRTij, ð5Þ

LTij = η1LT
old
ij + 1 − η1ð ÞLTnew

ij : ð6Þ
3.2.3. Global Credibility Measure. Global credibility measure-
ment is mainly about calculating comprehensive trust. In the
calculation of comprehensive trust, the energy state of the
nodes needs to be considered in order to eliminate the influ-
ence of energy changes. It is known from Section 3.1 that
each region has a domain management node and two moni-
toring nodes. For the convenience of description, this article
uses Gx to represent the domain management node of area x,
and the two monitoring nodes of Gx represent by GM1

x and
GM2
x . Gx, G

M1
x , and GM2

x will receive the local trust matrix M
ðxÞ as shown in (7), where m(m = jGxj) represents the total
number of nodes in the region x.

M xð Þ =

LT11 LT12 ⋯ LT1m

LT21 LT22 ⋯ LT2m

⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮

LTm1 LTm2 ⋯ LTmm

2
666664

3
777775
: ð7Þ
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For node Nj, by searching for elements greater than zero
in the MðxÞ’s column vector, denoted by the set Sj, then
obtain the average value �T j from (8), and obtain the energy
trust ET j of node Nj from (9); finally, calculate the compre-
hensive trust degree T j of node Nj according to (10), where
Enow
j represents the current energy value of node Nj, E

start
j

represents the initial energy value of node Nj, and η2 repre-
sents the weight factor.

�T j =
1
Sj
�� �� 〠

LTi j∈Sj

LTij, ð8Þ

ETj =
Enow
j

Estart
j

, ð9Þ

T j = η2
�T j + 1 − η2ð ÞET j: ð10Þ

3.3. Dynamic Adaptive Adjustment of WSNs. Based on the
trust calculation, the base station can clearly grasp the status
of all the sensing nodes in the region, so as to better use com-
puting resources and communication resources from a global
perspective and realize the adaptive adjustment of WSNs.
Next, the dynamic network security adjustment mechanism
will be studied from the selection and update of domain man-
agement nodes and the isolation of malicious nodes.

3.3.1. Domain Management Node Selection and Update. The
process of selecting and updating domain management
nodes is shown in Figure 3. The specific process is as follows:

(i) Domain management node Gx and monitoring
nodes GM1

x and GM2
x obtain their respective compre-

hensive trust lists by calculation, which are, respec-
tively, recorded as L1, L2, and L3 and then sent
them to the base station

(ii) After receiving L1, L2, and L3, the base station selects
the trust value with the highest number of occur-
rence as the final trust value of the node according
to the three comprehensive trust values of each node

(iii) After the base station gets the final trust list L con-
taining each node, it needs to timely update the com-
prehensive trust values of Gx, G

M1
x , and GM2

x . Firstly,
the similarity θi between L and Li is calculated
according to (11). Then, the similarity θi is judged.
If it is 1, then the comprehensive trust value remains
unchanged; otherwise, the comprehensive trust
value will be reduced to ð1 − θiÞ times of the original

θi =
1
m
〠
m

j=1
Li == Lj

i?1 : 0
� �

: ð11Þ

(iv) The base station sets the trust threshold δ1. If the
comprehensive trust of domain management node

or monitoring node is lower than δ1, the three nodes
with the highest trust degree in the domain need to
be reselected as the new domain management node
Gx and monitoring node GM1

x and GM2
x . The base sta-

tion will send the final trust list L to the updated Gx,
GM1
x , and GM2

x as the comprehensive trust of each
node in the domain

3.3.2. Malicious Node Detection. Over time, nodes may be
attacked or damaged naturally, so malicious nodes need to
be removed in a timely manner. Figure 4 shows the malicious
node detection process.

After receiving the node information sent from the base
station, Gx, G

M1
x , and GM2

x first determine whether the com-
prehensive trust value of each node is lower than the

Domain management node and
monitoring node get L1, L2, L3

and send to the base station

base station calculates the final list
of trusted measure L1′, L2′, L3′ 

Base station updates comprehensive
reliability value

Select to update Gx, GM1, GM2x x

Figure 3: Domain management node selection and update process.

Is the node trust value
greater than the inter-

domain trust threshold?

Malicious node removes the
network Normal node

Y

N

The deviation between
the current credible value and
the historical credible value is

less than the deviation
threshold?

Y

N

metric value of each node
xGx , G M 1, G M2 get the crediblex

Figure 4: Malicious node detection process.
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interdomain trust threshold δ2. If lower than, it indicates that
the node is insufficient in energy or is a malicious node. Oth-
erwise, it is further detected whether the deviation of the cur-
rent comprehensive trust value and the historical
comprehensive trust value of the node are smaller than the
deviation threshold δ3. If the deviation is less than δ3, it is a
normal node. If it is greater than δ3, it can be divided into
two situations: first, the current comprehensive trust value
minus historical comprehensive trust value is greater than
δ3, indicating that the trust value of the node has been greatly
increased, and it can be determined that the node has dis-
guised behavior; second, if the historical comprehensive trust
value minus the current comprehensive trust value is greater
than δ3, it indicates that the trust value of the node has been
significantly reduced, and the node can be determined to be
energy deficient or become a compromise node.

In addition, domain management node Gx can recognize
DOS attacks when information is exchanged between nodes.
According to the actual environment of region x, set the
threshold δ4 of interdomain node interaction within the
detection period. If the total number of interactions between
nodes Ni and Nj exceeds δ4, it indicates that the interactions
between nodes Ni and Nj are too frequently, and it is highly
likely that malicious DOS attacks will occur. Then, the behav-
iors of nodes Ni and Nj should be observed to further deter-

mine whether it is a malicious node and then remove them
from the network.

4. Simulation Experiment and Safety Analysis

4.1. The Simulation Results. In order to better verify the
detection efficiency and energy consumption of this mecha-
nism for malicious nodes, NetLogo is used to simulate the
proposed mechanism in this paper. Since the simulation cal-
culation process of each region is consistent, only one region
is simulated. Some parameters of the simulation experiment
are shown in Table 2.

Figure 5 shows the effect diagram of simulation using
NetLogo. The figure on the left shows the initial network
state. If the nodes can communicate with each other, they
are indicated by connecting lines in the initial network state.
The right figure represents the communication state at a cer-
tain moment, in which the lines represent the communica-
tion between nodes, the successful communication between
nodes is represented by blue, and the failure is represented
by red.

Firstly, in the trust calculation section, by analyzing the
comprehensive trust value of all nodes, the comprehensive
trust value curve of malicious nodes and the normal nodes
in Figure 6 can be obtained. As can be seen from Figure 6,

Table 2: Some parameters of simulation experiment.

Parameter Values

Simulation area size 100m∗100m

Number of nodes 100

Energy consumption for data transmission and reception 25 nJ/bit

Normal node initial energy 1 J

Manage node and monitor node initial energy 5 J

Packet size 40 bit

Wireless communication radius 15m

Packet forwarding rate Random number between [0.9,1]

Initial confidence 0.5

(a) Node distribution diagram (b) Node communication diagram

Figure 5: Simulation effect of the experiment.
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the normal node comprehensive trust value appears gradu-
ally rising trend, but with an increasing number of detection
cycle, ordinary node comprehensive trust value will decline.
This is because with the increase of detection cycle, the
energy of nodes is limited, which leads to the gradual increase
of the influence of the energy trust of nodes on the compre-
hensive trust. However, there is no regularity in the change
in the overall trust of malicious nodes. Because malicious
nodes do not know their comprehensive trust, it is possible
to launch attacks at any time. But overall, the trust of mali-
cious nodes will be far smaller than the normal nodes as
the detection cycle changes.

Then, different proportion of malicious nodes is
deployed in the network, as shown in Figure 7, and the detec-
tion rate changes of malicious nodes in 10, 20, and 40 cycles
are compared, respectively. It can be seen from the horizontal
direction that the detection rate will decrease as the number
of malicious nodes increases, because the increase in mali-
cious nodes will affect the accuracy of trust value and thus
affect the judgment of nodes to some extent. Vertically, the
longer the detection cycle, the higher the detection rate will
be. This is because as the detection cycle increases, the mali-
cious nodes will gradually be isolated, and the comprehensive
trust generated by the interaction will become more and
more accurate, which is conducive to the detection of mali-
cious nodes. Overall, when malicious nodes are lower than
20%, the average detection rate of this paper is higher than
75%. This mechanism can detect and isolate malicious nodes
quickly and effectively.

Finally, since sensor nodes are resource-constrained, it is
necessary to analyze the energy consumption of nodes.
Figure 8 shows that as the number of malicious nodes
increases, the total energy consumption in the network
increases gradually. At the same time, it can be seen that
compared with [13], the scheme in this paper reduces the
network energy consumption and the aging rate of nodes.

4.2. Security Analysis. In this paper, the recommendation
trust value of all neighbor nodes is not used in the calculation
of recommendation trust, but the set of high-trust neighbor
nodes is screened out. This method can effectively exclude
the malicious recommendation behavior of neighbor nodes
and avoid bad-mouthing attack.

Domain management nodes play a role in managing
other common nodes in the region. If a domain management
node is attacked as a compromise node to launch a malicious
attack, the trust value of all nodes cannot be measured, and
the region falls into an extremely insecure situation. In this
paper, monitoring nodes are set up to observe the behavior
of the domain management node at any time and report it
to the base station in time. The base station will verify the
reported content. If true, the credibility of domain manage-
ment node will be reduced, and the domain management
node will be replaced with a node with higher trust. In addi-
tion, monitoring nodes have the same computing tasks as
domain management nodes. If the base station detects that
their behavior is abnormal, the domain management node
and the monitoring node are replaced with new nodes in
time. This method can effectively deal with the risk of
domain management node being attacked.

In the traditional trust management mechanism, there is
a risk of disguised attack, that is, when malicious nodes find
their trust value is lower than other nodes, they will suspend
the attack behavior, improve their trust value in a short term
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through good performance, or change the identity and rejoin
the network. In this paper, the comprehensive trust degree of
nodes is only stored in the management node, the monitor-
ing nodes, and the base station. Malicious nodes are not clear
about themselves trust degree, so the masking behavior of
malicious nodes is effectively avoided.

5. Conclusion

The key of network dynamic trusted operation is to identify
and isolate malicious nodes to ensure their trusted operation.
This paper proposes a network security mechanism based on
trust management to deal with the threats faced by WSNs.
Based on the trusted access of nodes, this mechanism firstly
calculates the local trust degree of nodes according to existing
interaction behavior and further obtains the comprehensive
trust degree of nodes that can reflect the trust degree of
nodes. In network management, the selection and updating
of domain management nodes and detection of malicious
nodes are carried out according to the comprehensive trust
degree of nodes. Through simulation experiment analysis,
the node’s comprehensive trust can accurately reflect their
behavior, detect and isolate malicious nodes in time, and
effectively guarantee the trusted and reliable operation of
WSNs.
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